The Effect of Multimedia Technology On Undergraduates’ Learning Burnout in College English
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Abstract—This paper did an experiment among some undergraduates to testify the effect of multimedia technology on college English learning burnout. It is found that multimedia technology can enhance learners’ interest in English learning, and help reduce the level of learning burnout, but the results partly rely on how the teacher use this technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of our country’s economy, China’s international status has become higher and higher. And cross-cultural communications are more and more popular. Many foreigners come to China to travel or set up their careers, and more and more Chinese students pursue their study overseas. During these courses English plays an important role. To undergraduates they are the center stone of our society, and their qualities have an important effect on our nation. So it’s really necessary for them to have a good command of English to keep pace with the world. However, in college English learning process, some of them often show ignorance of English: being late for English classes, refusing to hand in homework, being mind-absent in English classes and so on. These phenomenons reveal that learning burnout has existed among them. So it’s necessary to investigate into the reasons and degrees of their learning burnout. Some researchers found that educational technology can arouse learning interest and improve understanding of learning contents and efficiency. This paper did a research to testify the effect of multimedia technology on learning burnout in college English.

II. DEFINITION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF LEARNING BURNOUT

A. Definition

The concept of learning burnout rooted from job burnout. In 1974 the famous American clinical psychologist Herbert Freudenberger originated the concept of burnout. At the beginning it was used in people-serving industry. Later on it developed to a wider field. The definition of learning burnout usually tracked back to job burnout. Learning burnout is a phenomenon that students became exhausted for long-term academic pressure, lack of enthusiasm for studies and activities, estrange themselves from classmates and have a negative attitude to course work [1]. Though different people may have different definitions from various views, the core is the same, that is, learning burnout has 3 dimensions: emotional exhaustion (feelings of being emotionally overextended and exhausted with one’s work), depersonalization (the development of negative uncaring attitudes to others) and negative personal accomplishment (the loss of feelings of self-competence and dissatisfaction with one’s achievements)[2].

B. Characteristics

According to Meier, learning burnout exhibits some characteristics, which adversely affect educational performances: 1) an inability to learn which can’t be explained by intellectual, sensory, or health factors; 2) an inability to build or maintain satisfactory interpersonal relationship with peers and teachers; 3) inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under normal circumstances; 4) a general pervasive mood of unhappiness or depression; 5) a tendency to develop physical symptoms or fears associated with personal or school problems. [1]

With learning burnout students may not want to go to the classes, even in the classroom, they are mind-absent, silent, or disturb others. In this case, not only their studies will degrade, but also the whole class’s study atmosphere will be influenced. So it’s significant to investigate into the reasons that result in this phenomenon. In fact, many researchers abroad have done many researches about it. Ditsa kafry and Ayala Pines pointed that learning burnout may embody the internal features which include pressures inherent in the individual’s roles and imposed on the cognitive capacity, the need for meaningfulness and achievement, and external features which include pressures imposed on the individual by the physical organizational and social environment [3]. And some recent researches found that learning burnout is not only influenced by the social and individual factors, but also by the instructional contents, teaching methods, etc [4].

III. RESEARCH DESIGN

Nowadays multimedia technology is widely used in education. In many universities, multimedia classrooms are springing up. Due to its convenience, teachers always prefer it. In order to testify the effect of multimedia technology on
undergraduates’ college English learning burnout, an experiment was carried out.

A. Research objects

The research objects come from two normal universities in Sichuan Province. In each university 8 classes are chosen out at random. All the participants are freshmen. In the stage of preparation, they are required to fill in a questionnaire about learning burnout in 15 minutes. And then the results are analyzed with the help of SPSS 11.0. According to the results, in each university four classes are finally picked out to participate in this research, whose differences are not significant in the total score of learning burnout (p>0.05). And then, they are divided into two groups: control group and experimental group. In experimental group, only multimedia technology is applied in English classes (computer, internet, slides, etc), while in control group, multimedia technology cannot be used. After 3 semesters, the students are required to finish the same questionnaire that they filled in at the beginning of the first semester. Later on the statistics are analyzed by SPSS 11.0 to see if there exist any differences in the degree of their learning burnout.

Totally there are 414 college students. In experimental group there are 212 students, and in control group there are 202 students.

B. Research instrument

In this research a questionnaire, named “A Questionnaire on Undergraduates’ Learning Burnout in College English” is carried out. This instrument is formed on the basis of other questionnaires. Their questionnaires are widely applied by many researchers at home, and have a good reputation for its high reliability. After some necessary modification, this questionnaire came out. In this questionnaire there are 34 questions, which can be divided into 3 dimensions: dejection, improper behavior and reduced personal accomplishment. In dimension of dejection there are 14 items, in dimension of improper behavior there are 11 items, and in dimension of reduced personal accomplishment there are 9 items. The questionnaire adopts 5-point Likert scale. The higher the score is, the more serious learning burnout is. After the researchers’ explanation on some terms, the participants are required to finish the questionnaire in 20 minutes by themselves. And then the results are analyzed with the help of SPSS 11.0.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Contrast between control group and experimental group

According to table 1 it’s clear that control group got a higher score in total score and every dimension of learning burnout than experimental group. It demonstrates that students in control group are in a more serious state of learning burnout in college English learning. Their dejection is more severe, and their behaviors are more improper, and their personal accomplishments are much more reduced.

Table 2 exhibits whether these differences are significant or not. As is shown here, these differences are all significant (p<0.05). What’s more, in terms of the total score of learning burnout, dejection and improper behavior, the differences are very significant (p<0.01). It reveals that multimedia technology has a positive effect on students’ college English learning. With the help of multimedia technology students have a much more positive attitude to college English study, and their self-esteem is much higher and they’re more interested in college English study. From these analyses it’s obvious that multimedia technology is effective in enhancing learners’ English learning. In other words, it can help reduce undergraduates’ learning burnout in college English learning.

B. Contrast between the former and the latter in experimental group

A contrast was carried out in experimental group to testify the differences of students’ performances in the two questionnaires. The means are shown here.

It’s clear that in the second questionnaire participants get higher scores in every dimension and the total learning burnout than that in the first one. It means that undergraduates’ college English learning burnout become more serious after 3 semesters. Though they are better than participants in control group, it’s not a satisfying tendency.

V. DISCUSSION

The results show that multimedia technology has a positive effect on undergraduates’ college English learning.
It can degrade the level of learning burnout, and enhance learners’ interest in English. This is also proved by a later meeting with some participants from both groups.

After the questionnaire a face-to-face discussion was carried out. Some participants came from control group, others came from experimental group. In this meeting some students from control group complain that college English course is out-of-date. Without PPT or visual-audio materials, the class is cheerless; and the teaching methods are so traditional: the teacher explains the text, new words and phrases, and then students make drills. So it’s dull and boring which makes them lose interest in English study; while students from experimental group maintain that in English classes they can not only learn new words, phrases, but also with the help of English movies, pictures, and slides, they had a deeper understanding about English culture, and they can contact the pure oral English, which make them more interested in English study. What’s more, thanks to computers and internet, they can contact teachers at once about their difficulties. Since it’s virtual, they don’t feel nervous or shy, so that they can ask any questions that puzzle them, and they get the answer at once. They regard it as a useful way to learn English well. Therefore, it’s not surprised to hear many say that they make a big progress in English. They are more satisfied than students from control group.

In the second questionnaire, undergraduates from experimental group get a better result than that of control group. However, according to their scores in both questionnaires, it’s clear that both groups get a higher score in the second time. In other words not only participants in control group but also undergraduates from experimental group are under a more serious state of learning burnout in college English learning after 3-semeter English learning. Why? In the discussion with some participants, many a student from experimental group points out that some English teachers don’t have a good command of multimedia technology. Sometimes in English classes they spend much time working on how to operate the computer; and others complain that PPT is so simple, not vivid. Due to these demerits, English classes can’t appeal to them fully. Of course there are some other causes resulting in this phenomenon. But it’s obvious that English teachers must learn more knowledge about multimedia technology so that they can qualify as a good teacher, and get a better teaching result. In addition, some teachers apply multimedia technology in every English course no matter whether it is suitable or not. So some students also complain teachers are just like an operator of computers, and there is little eye-to-eye communication with teachers in the class, which makes them depressed and discouraged. So teachers should be clear how and when exploit software in class and they must know computer is not an “all or nothing” matter [7].

VI. CONCLUSION
1. Multimedia technology can help reduce undergraduates’ college English learning burnout.
2. To reach better results English teachers should learn more knowledge about multimedia technology.
3. English teachers should always work on teaching methods.
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